Message from President Byerly

Instead of focusing on what’s to come, I’d like to take a moment to reflect on what we’ve learned and accomplished this year. Although the year has not been without challenges, so many wonderful things have happened here at Carleton, and we have so many people to thank for it.

Ryan Terrien ’09

Carleton professors, staff, and students have been working on the Olin Farm site over the last year. This has been an incredible opportunity for Carleton students to gain hands-on experience in regenerative agriculture and prepare them for the workforce.

Breaking down the stars: Carleton Connects

In recognition of the students and faculty who have contributed to the success of the Olin Farm, the Custodial Scholarship Fund, and the Student Research Partnership, the Carleton College Community Archaeology Day on November 15 will feature archaeological excavations concentrated on the farm’s outbuildings, including the barn, machine shed, pig pen, well, and trash dump. At Community Archaeology Day, students will present and display artifacts, maps, brochures, and more.

Upcoming Events

Craft Fair and Custodial Scholarship Bake Sale

On December 2, Carleton will host a Craft Fair and Custodial Scholarship Bake Sale. This event will bring together members of the Carleton community to celebrate the achievements of our custodians and support the Custodial Scholarship Fund.

Other Upcoming Events

Carleton Connects: Cindy Blaha, Ryan Terrien C. T. Ramirez ’23

The Carleton Connects series features talks from Carleton professors and alumni on a variety of topics, including exoplanets and the search for life. Ryan Terrien ’09 and the Webb Telescope will be featured on December 14.

Dear Parents and Families,

As the end of the year approaches, I want to take a moment to thank you for your ongoing support of Carleton College. The love and dedication that you have shown to our students, faculty, and staff has made a significant impact on our community.

For COVID-19 resources, including the Responding to COVID-19 website, please visit the COVID-19 campus updates page.

New support for student research

Carleton College is expanding support for one of its core initiatives: the Humanities Endowed Research Fund. This program will provide funding for student internships and student research in the humanities. Named the Trustee Humanities Endowed Research Fund, it will allow Carleton’s faculty to support student research and creative projects in the humanities.

Highway 19

The Olin Farm, located near the Arb Office and Professor Sarah Kennedy’s office, provides students with hands-on opportunities for archaeological research. This year, students will excavate the farm’s outbuildings, including the barn, machine shed, pig pen, well, and trash dump.
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